PTE/16/20
North Devon Highways and Traffic Orders Committee
12 April 2016
Safety Assessment - A361 West Buckland low cost improvements
Report of the Head of Planning, Transportation and Environment
Please note that the following recommendation is subject to consideration and
determination by the Committee before taking effect.
Recommendation: It is recommended that the contents of the report are noted.
1.

Summary

The report provides information for members in relation to road safety at the West Buckland
Junction on the A361 North Devon Link road. The report also identifies potential lower cost
measures that could be considered in response to local safety concerns.
2.

Background

The A361 North Devon Link (NDL) was opened to traffic in 1988. The A361 NDL and A39
route now form the key link between the M5 motorway, North Devon and North Cornwall.
The NDL and its local junctions were designed and built as a trunk road. The NDL was
de-trunked in 2002 and it then became the responsibility of Devon County Council (DCC) as
the local highways authority.
DCC is developing a strategy for improvements to the A361 NDL and A39 routes. The aim
of the strategy is to ensure that this busy commuter, leisure and freight route continues to
function as a safe and convenient gateway to North Devon. The strategy is considering
longer term highway improvements along the entire route.
The following sections and appendices provide background information for members in
relation to road safety at the current junction. The report also considers the potential for
minor safety improvements independent of the strategic study above.
3.

Road Safety

A submission compiled by East and West Buckland Parish Council in 2014 highlighted
safety concerns recorded by local users of this junction. The primary safety concern related
to six reports of incidents involving traffic travelling from Barnstaple being overtaken by other
eastbound traffic through the junction. These were predominantly recorded over a 2 year
period between 2013 and 2014. In five of these incidents a vehicle was reported as slowing
to turn left towards West Buckland and traffic following did not react appropriately. Following
traffic either took avoiding action by overtaking or they had chosen to overtake through the
junction instead of reducing their speed. Three of the reported incidents involved traffic
experiencing difficulties emerging from the minor side roads into the path of fast moving or
overtaking main road traffic. One incident related to the night time visibility of traffic waiting
at the junction ahead.
Appendix 1 includes a summary of the recorded road safety statistics for both the route and
the junction. A route analysis is used to compare the performance of different major routes
within the County and to identify any potential safety issues and trends. More isolated

geographic sites like bends or junctions are also identified separately through an annual
cluster analysis of injury incidents, recorded over the previous five year period. For the
purposes of this report any accidents not relevant to the junction have been excluded.
For West Buckland junction, over the five year cluster analysis period ending December
2014 there have been 2 recorded injuries directly related to this junction. The safety record
for this junction does not meet the criteria that DCC would currently consider for an accident
cluster site. Both these incidents involved vehicles entering the A361 from the side roads
into the path of traffic travelling on the main road. One of these vehicles was travelling from
West Buckland.
Over a wider ten year period there have been 5 recorded injuries, including one serious.
Four of these incidents involved the same pattern of vehicles entering the junction from the
side roads into the path of traffic on the main road. And one involved a vehicle moving into
the junction but stopping and being hit from behind by a following vehicle. Of the five
incidents four involved vehicles entering the junction from the south (Filleigh). There were
no recorded instances that involved a vehicle overtaking through the junction.
The NDL as a route is performing well in comparison to many other A-Road routes in Devon.
The section of the NDL encompassing West Buckland junction currently is ranked 89th out of
138 A-Road route sections across the County.
The injury record for this junction does indicate a collision pattern involving vehicles
emerging inappropriately from the side roads into the path of traffic travelling on the main
road. Although the recorded injuries involved both minor side roads, this is a pattern that is
reflected in the submission compiled by the Parish Council. But the local concerns relating
to vehicles overtaking through the junction are not reflected in the historical collision records.
4.

Junction layout

West Buckland junction on the NDL has a standard staggered junction layout incorporating a
painted central ghost island for traffic turning right into the minor roads. Further background
information relating to the layout of this junction is included in Appendix 2. It should be noted
that the current junction standard and layout is consistent with the traffic flows and its
function on the NDL route. But at this location there are other factors that can be taken into
consideration:


From the Barnstaple direction to the east, the junction is preceded by a relatively
straight section of the NDL starting just east of the bends at Riverton. It is recognised
that this section of the NDL can be used as an opportunity to overtake slower moving
traffic and has the potential to generate higher speed manoeuvres when vehicles merge
back into traffic. As a single carriageway route with heavy opposing traffic volumes there
can be limited options for overtaking and this is recognised by the emerging Strategy.



The nature of traffic flows on the NDL are influenced by seasonal factors and the route
carries greater volumes of daily traffic during the peak holiday season. The traffic
movements on the minor side roads are also influenced by the presence of West
Buckland School. Although the volume of minor road traffic is compatible for the
standard of junction there are peaks in traffic corresponding to the school day. The
private school operates an effective travel plan maximising the use of coach transport
for student travel. It is understood that 21 coaches service the school but that the
majority of routes do not utilise this junction to access the site. Appendix 2 includes a
summary diagram of the most recent junction count and turning manoeuvres.

As part of the Country Mile road safety demonstration project a number of changes were
made along the NDL route to promote road safety. This included changes to the ghost
island junctions like West Buckland. In 2010 double white lines were introduced through the
ghost island and on the approaches making it a clear offence to overtake through the
junction. The visibility of the junction was enhanced by incorporating a red surface treatment
to highlight the presence and hazard of these hatched areas. Facilities to allow more mobile
camera enforcement of speeding and Police enforcement of overtaking were also introduced
along the route.
5.

Summary

In isolation the junction at West Buckland does not exhibit a poor collision record and it is not
a site that would currently be considered for junction improvements on road safety or
capacity grounds. The existing junction in terms of its layout and design is appropriate for its
location and the traffic movements that it generates. It is recognised that there is a local
desire for a deceleration lane to be introduced for left turning traffic towards West Buckland,
or for a higher standard of junction layout to be considered. Future design work will consider
this section of the NDL and its junctions. But as part of a consistent strategy for the route.
A request was made by committee to identify any potential lower cost measures that could
be considered for the current junction in order to address safety concerns.
As covered in Appendix 2, consideration could be given to providing new advance direction
signage for the junction that is located further to the west. This would give approaching
drivers earlier awareness of the junction ahead and of any vehicles potentially slowing to
turn. Another lower cost improvement could be to consider extending the double white line
road markings and merge arrows to the west. This would give drivers overtaking on this
eastbound approach earlier guidance to merge back into single lane traffic before the
junction. Similar measures could also be considered on the westbound approach from the
M5. Due the cost of traffic management and the likely disruption this would cause, it is
recommend that these measures are considered in conjunction with road maintenance
works.
6.

Financial Considerations

Funding has not been identified for minor improvements at this junction. The cost of
providing any additional signing and\or lining would be significantly reduced if they were
undertaken in conjunction with traffic management for other maintenance works at this
location.
7.

Legal Considerations

Extending double white lines would require the support of the Police as the enforcing
authority.
8.

Risk Management Considerations

No risks have been identified at this stage.
9.

Options/Alternatives

The strategy for this route and options for individual junctions will be considered as part of
the wider strategy.

10.

Reason for Recommendation

The recommendations have been made so that the committee may consider the safety
concerns raised by the Parish and background evidence relating to this junction.
Dave Black
Head of Planning, Transportation and Environment
Electoral Division: South Molton Rural
Local Government Act 1972: List of Background Papers
Contact for enquiries: James Anstee
Room No. AB2 Lucombe House
Tel No: (01392) 382690
Background Paper
None
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Appendix 1
To PTE/16/20
Road Safety Statistics
1). West Buckland Junction
The table below identifies the individual injury incidents that occurred at this junction over the ten year period
ending December 2014. The two incidents shaded occurred within the five year analysis period.
Ref

Severity

Day

Time

Month

Year

Weather

Surface

Light

wb
BA

M5
Fil

05C21R063

Slight

Sun

23:59

Dec

2005

Fine

Wet

Dark

07C21K300

Serious

Mon

9:54

Aug

2007

Fine

Dry

Light

07C24L793

Slight

Wed

8:15

Sep

2007

Fine

Wet

Light

v

v

v
13CS4A004

Slight

Fri

12:10

Aug

2013

Fine

Dry

Light

13CS4A005

Slight

Mon

18:28

Dec

2013

Fine

Wet

Dark

v
v

10 year injury record to 2014 = 1x serious and 4x slight injuries incidents
5 year injury record to 2014 = 2 slight injury incidents
The map below shows the location of all injury incidents recorded in the vicinity over the last ten years. For the
purpose of this report any incidents that are not related to the junction have been excluded from the table.

Over a five year period there have been two slight injuries at this junction. Both these incidents involved vehicles
entering joining the A361 from the side roads into the path of traffic travelling on the main road. One of these
vehicles was travelling from West Buckland.
Over a ten year period there have been five injury including incidents one seroius. Four of these incidents involved
the same pattern of vehicles entering the junction from the side roads into the path of traffic travelling on the main
road. And one involved a vehicle moving into the junction but stopping and being hit from behind by a following
vehicle. Of the five incidents four involved vehicles entering the junction from the south (Filleigh).
There were no recorded instances that involved a third vehicle either overtaking or turning from the main road into
the side roads.
2). Route Analysis
Route analysis is used to compare the safety performance of one road against another. Of the 34 DCC managed
A-roads, they have been sub-divided into 138 route sections. Highways Agency roads are excluded.
The information below is based on based on the 5 year (2009-2013) collision data. The first table shows the worst
performing route sections in the county and the second table highlights the section on the NDL. .

Rank
out of
138
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Route Length Description
A380 Penn Inn thro Kingskerswell to Torbay Boundary
A381 Penn Inn to Newton Abbot A382 jct
A3015 Countess Wear to Exeter Centre (Acorn Gyratory)
A383 N'Ab Fire Sv RAB - racecourse - G'HillWay
A358 Boshill Cross thro Musbury to Axminster 30 term
A377 from A30 jct - Alphington Rd - Exe Bridges
A386 Central Bideford - Long Bridge to A39 RA
A375 Honiton Urban Area - High St Battisham Tesco jct
A399 Hele Bch (Ilf'cbe) thro Cbe'Martin to Blackmoor Gt
A377 Exe Bridges to Cowley Bridge RAB
A39 Barnstaple Pilton to Barnstaple Hospital
A379 Teignmouth to Dawlish inc urban areas
A379 Exeter - Kenton - Dawlish
A379 Plymouth B'dry to Yealmpton

(2) Ave
KM (1) Ave annual (3) KSI (4) Ave
Urban
Lengt KSI per KSI per per bn Colls
/Rural
/M ixed AADT
h
yr
km veh km Per yr
U 30080 4.4
2.6
0.59
54
22.4
U 16627 1.9
0.8
0.43
70
9.0
U 25149 3.2
1.6
0.50
54
12.0
U 14991 2.5
1.0
0.40
73
6.2
R
6653 6.0
1.4
0.23
96
5.8
U 22259 1.9
0.6
0.32
39
11.2
U 18634 1.8
0.6
0.34
50
6.8
U 12166 2.3
0.8
0.35
78
4.8
M 1845 14.0 1.4
0.10 148
7.2
U 12318 3.2
0.6
0.18
41
8.8
U 9154 1.3
0.6
0.45 134
3.0
U 11880 8.2
1.2
0.15
34
16.0
R
8294 13.3 2.4
0.18
60
10.6
R
9263 4.4
1.2
0.27
81
4.8

(5) Ave (6)
annual Colls
colls per bn
per km veh km
5.1
461
4.8
792
3.7
408
2.5
451
1.0
398
5.9
731
3.8
565
2.1
469
0.5
761
2.7
603
2.2
670
1.9
449
0.8
263
1.1
325

From the 138 A-Road route sections. The rankings are shown below for the sections of the A361 North Devon Link
Road from the M5 to Barnstaple. The section encompassing West Buckland junction is ranked 89th of out 138.
Rank
out of
138
79
89
126

Route Length Description
A361 SMolton (Bishmill Gt) to Tiverton (Bolham RAB)
A361 B'staple (Portmore RAB) - SMolton (Bishmill Gt)
A361 J27 to Bolham RAB

Urban
/Rural
/M ixed

R
R
R

AADT
11195
14262
23387

(2) Ave
(5) Ave
(6)
KM (1) Ave annual (3) KSI (4) Ave annual Colls
Lengt KSI per KSI per per bn Colls
colls per bn
h
yr
km
veh km Per yr per km veh km
25.0
1.8
0.07
18
8.6
0.3
84
18.8
1.4
0.07
14
5.6
0.3
57
10.4
0.2
0.02
2
3.0
0.3
34

The collision data is analysed for each route section and then ranked based on an aggregate score of six data
aspects: (1)
KSI: Annual average number of collisions
(2)
KSI: Rate of collisions per km per year
(3)
KSI: Rate of collisions per billion vehicle kilometre rate
(4)
All Severities: Annual average number of collisions
(5)
All Severities: Rate of collisions per km per year

(6)

All Severities: Rate of collisions per billion vehicle kilometre rate

As well as the overall ranking, the tables also indicate how the route section performs in terms of each individual
data aspect. For the section of the A361 NDL encompassing West Buckland junction the average number of killed
and seriously injured collisions per year and the average number of injury collisions per year for all severities are
both within the worst performing quartile.
Aspect Scoring Icons:
High score; falls into the worst performing quartile

3). Cluster Site Analysis
Cluster sites are geographical locations including junctions where a number of injury collisions have been
recorded within a defined radius area over a five year period. Potential sites are elliminated based on the following
factors: 

if the sites are previous, pending, current or other casualty reduction schemes



if a site is already identified through another cluster parameter (eg it comes up in the ‘all severities
urban’ criteria, and is then identified again under A/B/C road parameters).



wrongly/poorly located records reducing clusters below parameters



Eliminating output where the polygon captures multiple roads



Recent years zero collisions



Spurious records e.g. medical episode contributing to collision numbers

The following table includes the cluster site criteria used for the most recent analysis of potential cluster sites over
the period 2009-2013. For a rural A road we identify sites with either a cluster of 8 injury collisions within a 75m
radius. 15 injury collisions within a 500m radius. Or 4 KSI (Killed or seriously injured) collisions within a 500m
radius.
Type of Road

Starting Point Criteria
No Collisions Over
5 Years & Radius

Confirmed Criteria

URBAN ROADS
(Collisions within settlements that have 7000+ population, Highways Agency Routes excluded)
All severities
11 in 50m
9 in 50m
KSI
5 in 200m
5 in 200m
RURAL ROADS
(Collisions outside of settlements that have 7000+ population, Highways Agency Routes excluded)
All severities
10 in 75m
8 in 75m
KSI

5 in 500m

4 in 500m

A roads
all severities
B roads
all severities
C roads
all severities

15 in 500m

15 in 500m

15 in 500m

10 in 500m

10 in 75m

6 in 75m

The West Buckland junction does not currently meet the criteria for a cluster accident site.

Appendix 2
To PTE/16/20
Junction Layout & Traffic Survey
It should be noted that the A361 North Devon Link road (NDL) was originally designed as a Trunk Road by the
Highways Agency. Any predicted traffic flow\data and any design standards applied to the original design are not
available for comment. The information contained in this appendix only seeks to provide an overview with reference
to the “Design Manual For Roads & Bridges” and “The Manual for Streets”. It does not constitute a design appraisal
for this junction or seek to make recommendations for junction improvements. At the time of writing any design
work for the NDL route and local junctions has not been completed.
The current West Buckland junction shown below is a right\left staggered junction with a painted central ghost
island for right turning traffic from the NDL onto the minor side road roads. The minor road junctions incorporate
solid central islands. On the approaches to the junction the NDL is a standard 7.3m single carriageway with one
lane in each direction and edge strips.
Prior to the construction of the NDL the road serving West Buckland Road crossed the old railway line by bridge.
The construction of the NDL followed the route of the old railway line and bisected the road to West Buckland.

For a new at-grade T-junction, there are four common layouts. A “simple junction”. A “staggered junction”. A“ghost
island junction” with a painted central area for right turning traffic. Or a “single lane dualling” option with a solid
central area for right turning traffic. For major road junctions where there is a need to manage higher opposing
traffic demands there are also options to consider for a roundabout, signals or even grade separated layouts. For a
four arm junction like West Buckland the four basic layouts are indicated below: -

Simple junction (crossroads)

Staggered junction

Staggered junction with a ghost island

Staggered junction with single lane dualling.

The chart on the following page can be used as an initial appraisal tool to indicate the suitability of basic at grade
T-junction layouts. Although not directly applicable to the post construction traffic flows that we see at the junction
today, the star overlaid on this chart indicates that the current traffic flows for the West Buckland junction fall within
the typical area considered suitable for a ghost island junction.

12 hour 07:00-19:00 junction count Thursday, September 18, 2014 (showing all vehicle classes)

In 2010 as part of the works for the Country Mile road safety demonstration project. The junction was amended to
incorporate a double white line system to prohibit overtaking manoeuvres through the junction. And enhanced road
coloured surfacing to reinforce lane discipline and highlight the hazard of the junction
Eastbound approach prior to 2010

Post 2010 with double white lines

Ghost island prior to 2010

Post 2010 with solid white line and coloured surfacing

As part of the submission provided by the Parish Council, a number of engineering improvements were suggested
for this junction.





An island in the middle of the road (similar to the current junction at Borners Bridge).
Signage preferably interactive to warn vehicle that traffic may be crossing ahead.
Street lighting to increase the visibility of the junction at night.
A deceleration lane for the left turn from Barnstaple.

The request for an island in the middle of the road (single lane dualling) is similar to the staggered junction layout
at nearby Borners Bridge. This site has a greater number of traffic turning movements and a greater number of
injury accidents have occurred over the years since construction. Borners Bridge also incorporates loop detector
activated interactive signs to warn approaching drivers that vehicles are crossing ahead. The junction has been
covered by a fixed speed safety camera site and more recently two mobile speed camera enforcement sites on the
approaches.
In both directions the junction at West Buckland is signed with junction warning signs followed by the local direction
signs. The road markings include roads studs and merge in arrows on the approach to the solid white lines and
ghost island.
The NDL on both the dual and single carriageway sections is an unlit route. Major junctions are lit. But there are
also other alternatives to consider as well as lighting if an increase in the night time visibility is desirable. The
current traffic signs and road marking are retro reflective for night time visibility. But enhanced signing and lining
can also be used to increase the visibility of a junction both during the day and at night. Signage improvements on

the NDL made through the Country Mile project included signage measures to give drivers more information at the
end of three lane sections to encourage them to merge appropriately back into single lane traffic
The following diagrams have been included for information to indicate a typical off slip arrangement or deceleration
lane. Figure 7/11shows a diverging taper and diagram 7/12 shows an auxiliary lane. A diverging taper or lane can
be used to allow traffic leaving or joining the main road to decelerate\accelerate and minimise the impact to traffic
flow on the major road route. This is normally considered for design flows on the side roads in excess of those at
the current junction. Although this is not the only factor in determining where they may be considered appropriate.

.
Low cost measures
A request was made by committee to consider any potential low cost options for addressing safety concerns at the
junction.
One of the principle safety concerns compiled by East and West Buckland Parish Council in 2014 related to six
reported incidents involving traffic travelling eastbound from Barnstaple being overtaken by other eastbound traffic
through the junction. In the majority of cases a vehicle was reported as slowing to turn left towards West Buckland
and traffic following did not react appropriately. Following traffic either took avoiding action by overtaking or they
had chosen to overtake through the junction instead of reducing their speed. There is a recognised local desire for
engineering works to introduce a deceleration lane on this approach for left turning traffic and to improve visibility to
the west from the side road to West Buckland. But this would not be a low cost option. This and other significant
junction alterations would need to be considered in the wider context of the route strategy and future road
improvements.
The following images give an indication of the driver information on the eastbound approach from Barnstaple. The
signage on this approach is located close to the junction. A low cost improvement could consider advance direction
signage for the junction located further west behind vehicle restrain\crash barrier shown in Image A. This would
give approaching drivers more advance warning of the junction ahead. Another lower cost improvement if
undertaken in conjunction with road maintenance works could consider extending the double white line road
marking system and merge arrows, shown in Images C & D. This would give eastbound drivers overtaking on this
approach more warning to merge back into single lane traffic before the junction. These changes to road markings
would require the support of Devon & Cornwall Police as the enforcing authority. Although not part of the parish
submission the same treatment could be considered on the westbound approach from the M5.

A (approx. 500m west)

B (approx. 300m west)

C (approx. 200m west)

D Approx 100m west)

E (approx. 40m west)

